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IBANK MOBILE 1.1 NOW AVAILABLE AT THE APP STORE
Latest free update adds new features to existing transaction entry on the go, wireless sync to iBank

(PUTNEY, VT) — Following today’s approval at the iTunes App Store, IGG Software announces the release of iBank Mobile 1.1
for iPhone and iPod touch. A free update for current iBank Mobile users, the application now adds running balances to transactions, as well as several other enhancements and fixes.

“We deliberately kept iBank Mobile simple,” says IGG Chief Architect James Gillespie, “so it would do a few things and do them
extremely well. That’s the platform we’ll be building on, and these are just the first of some changes that people have been asking
to see.”

iBank Mobile harnesses the power of the desktop version of iBank for Mac to check account balances, enter transactions and categorize expenses, even in foreign currencies. Designed to sync seamlessly with the full edition of iBank, iBank Mobile also works as
a separate, stand-alone app for handheld finance management. Version 1.1 of the app includes changes so that iBank Mobile:

— adds a running balance to transactions.
— displays future transactions with a different background color.
— improves sync support with desktop copies of iBank running in Snow Leopard.
— now “flips” the net worth graph to show monthly stats.
— improves performance over earlier versions.

Originally available in July 2009, iBank Mobile was a number one-selling finance app on iTunes within a day of its release. A fully
native application, iBank Mobile can be installed for stand-alone use to provide benefits such as checking account balances and
updating finances on the fly. It also offers the ability to see recent totals across multiple accounts and to enter and categorize
transactions in seconds, with intelligent autofill speeding entry even further. iBank Mobile 1.1 is now available for $4.99 from
Apple’s App Store on iPhone and iPod touch or at www.itunes.com/appstore/

IGG Software, LLC, was founded in 2003 by developer Ian Gillespie to provide individuals or small businesses with intuitive, elegant and powerful management and finance applications. Based in Putney, Vermont, the company engages in sustainable practices
such as purchasing all of its energy from renewable sources. For further information, review licenses, or to schedule an interview
with developers Ian or James Gillespie, please contact IGG Marketing Director Scott Marc Becker: scott@iggsoftware.com.
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